Bury Grammar Book Award

Older
Readers
Category

The Books

Our Older readers category is aimed at students in Year 6, 7 & 8

The Longlist
All longlisted books are available to borrow from the Library. Shortlisting will take place at the
end of November and the winning book will be announced on World Book Day (March 2020).

Alex Rider: Secret Weapon - Anthony Horowitz
Ever since MI6 recognized his potential, Alex Rider has constantly
been thrust into the line of danger. From a routine visit to the dentist
that turns into a chase through the streets of London, to a school trip
with a deadly twist, no day has ever been ordinary for the teenage
super-spy. This collection of thrilling adventures features familiar and
new assailants from the best-loved world of Alex Rider and also
includes three never-before-seen stories

The longest night of charlie noon - Christopher Edge

"If you go into the woods, Old Crony will get you." Secrets, spies or
maybe even a monster... What lies in the heart of the wood? Charlie,
Dizzy and Johnny are determined to discover the truth, but when night
falls without warning they find themselves trapped in a nightmare. Lost
in the woods, strange dangers and impossible puzzles lurk in the
shadows. As time plays tricks, can Charlie solve this mystery and find
a way out of the woods? But what if this night never ends...? A
timeless novel for anyone who's ever felt lost. From the award-winning
author of The Many Worlds of Albie Bright and The Infinite Lives of
Maisie Day.

Check Mates - Stewart Foster

Felix is struggling at school. His ADHD makes it hard for him to
concentrate and his grades are slipping. Everyone keeps telling him to
try harder, but no one seems to understand just how hard he finds it.
When Mum suggests Felix spends time with his grandfather, Felix
can't think of anything worse. Granddad hasn't been the same since
Grandma died. Plus he's always trying to teach Felix boring chess. But
sometimes the best lessons come in the most unexpected of places,
and Granddad soon shows Felix that there's everything to play for.

Malamander- Thomas Taylor

Herbert Lemon, Lost-and-Founder at the Grand Nautilus Hotel, knows
that returning lost things to their rightful owners is not easy - especially
when the lost thing is not a thing at all, but a girl.
No one knows what happened to Violet Parma's parents twelve years
ago, and when she engages Herbie to help her find them, the pair
discover that their disappearance might have something to do with the
legendary sea-monster, the Malamander. Eerie-on-Sea has always
been a mysteriously chilling place, where strange stories seem to
wash up. And it just got stranger...

the haven - simon lelic
Our city. Our secret. Our rules.
Alone. On the run. Ollie Turner has nowhere to hide.But he gets a
second chance.
Underneath the city there's a secret organisation, far from adult
eyes.It's called the Haven. Soon Ollie is caught up in their battle: to
stop Maddy Sikes destroying the city. Time is running out for Ollie and
his new friends, and millions of lives are at stake ...

armistice runner - tom palmer
Lily has lots of worries. She's struggling to compete in her fell-running
races and, worse, she's losing her gran to Alzheimer's. But then she
discovers her great-great-grandfather's diaries from the First World
War. Could his incredible story of bravery help her reconnect with her
gran and even give her the inspiration she needs to push through and
win?

The dog who saved the world - ross welford
When 11-year-old Georgie befriends an eccentric retired scientist, she
becomes the test subject for a thrilling new experiment: a virtual-reality
3D version of the future.But then a deadly disease threatens the life of
every dog in the country and Georgie's beloved dog, Mr Mash, gets
sick.
And that's only the start of her troubles. Soon, Georgie and Mr Mash
must embark on a desperate quest: to save every dog on earth, and
maybe even all of humanity ...... without actually leaving the room.

S.P.E.A.R - Chris Bradford
When Troy is caught up in a terrorist attack that takes the lives of his
parents, he discovers an amazing power - bullets can't harm him. With
this secret uncovered he's soon recruited into a underground
organisation where he meets Scarlet, a girl with her own remarkable
talent, and the two put their powers to use... Exhilarating action meets
heart-pounding suspense in this three-part novel.

The Clockwork Crow - catherine fisher
The Clockwork Crow is a mysterious gothic Christmas tale set in a
frost-bound Victorian country mansion. When orphaned Seren Rees is
given a mysterious package by a strange and frightened man on her
way to her new home, she reluctantly takes it with her. But what is in
the parcel? Who are the Family who must not be spoken of, and can
the Crow help Seren find Tom, before the owner of the parcel finds
her? The Clockwork Crow is a gripping Christmas tale of families and
belonging set in snowy Wales from a master storyteller.

The Good Thieves - Katherine Rundell
Fresh off the boat from England, Vita Marlowe has a job to do. Her
beloved grandfather Jack has been cheated out of his home and
possessions by a notorious conman with Mafia connections. Seeing
Jack's spirit is broken, Vita is desperate to make him happy again, so
she devises a plan to outwit his enemies and recover his home. She
finds a young pickpocket, working the streets of the city. And, nearby,
two boys with highly unusual skills and secrets of their own are about
to be pulled into her lawless, death-defying plan

The Skylarks' war - Hilary mckay

Brought up in an austere and cold London house in the haphazard
care of their largely absent father and a short-tempered housekeeper,
Peter and Clarry long for each summer when they can escape to their
grandparent’s house in Cornwall. Here they and their kind and
charismatic cousin Rupert taste true freedom and a kindling of mutual
kindness and understanding.Yet beyond their Skylark summers,
forces are pulling them apart, with Peter sent to boarding school and
Clary left at home. When the Great War breaks out and Rupert enlists,
it seems that their lives will be forever changed.

high-rise mystery- Sharna jackson
The detective duo everyone is dying to meet!
Summer in London is hot, the hottest on record, and there's been a
murder in THE TRI: the high-rise home to resident know-it-alls, Nik
and Norva. Who better to solve the case?
Armed with curiosity, home-turf knowledge and unlimited time - until
the end of the summer holidays anyway. The first whodunnit in a new
mystery series by Sharna Jackson.

How to take part
The best way to take part in our book award is
to simply start reading
Read as many of the Longlisted Books as
possible
Be ready to vote for the 6 books you would like
to see on our shortlist
Read the 6 shortlisted books from December
onwards
Attend one of our discussion groups during the
Spring Term - each week we'll talk about one of
the Shortlisted books
Vote for the book you think deserves to win the
Bury Grammar Teen Book Award!

